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DEDICATION 
 

 

To my Friend, Author, Renee Robinson for giving me inspiration to share my poetry with 

the world. 

 

The Poem “Fight” was written especially for Renee 
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Introduction 
When I write novels and stories, the thoughts come directly from my mind, my imagination 

and go straight to paper. The characters are the voices in my head. 

 

However, when I write poetry, it comes straight from my soul to paper. There words I write 

in prose are not thoughts but the only words I can use to describe what is part of me, 

inside of me. 

 

 

When the world is silent, all I have left are my own thoughts. 
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Soul 
 

 

 

Winds of Change 
 

Struggling within, 

Hiding the scars 

Hiding the pain 

Slices in the soul 

Rushing to find the end 

 

Losing hope 

Losing faith 

Pulling back the tears 

Finding strength 

Fighting to keep the present 

 

Two souls 

Divided among life and death 

One fights against it 

One fights for it 

Winds of change 

 

Winds of life 

Souls wandering 

Clutching at faith 

Clutching at hope 

Thinking... 

 

Wondering... 
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Wanting 

Death 

Life 

Beyond Me 
 

I've always felt it 

It's always been part of me 

Beyond my mind, 

Beyond my heart 

Deeper than my soul 

 

When the hands and the mind connect 

The words come flowing out 

I don't know where they come from 

But I know where they will end up 

The feelings I’ve been told I don't have 

Have always been a part of me 

 

I may not show what's personal to me 

But I can release if I choose to 

The words are not just jumbled letters 

They're more than sounds coming off your lips 

 

The words are deeper than the eyes can see 

Deeper than the heart can feel 

Deeper than what the skin can touch 

Complexity, joyousness, sadness 

 

Love, hate, fear, and beyond  

 

Beyond the depths of my soul 

Beyond the expansion of my mind 

It will always flow out 

I've always felt it 

Deep inside of me 

It's not only part of me 

It's who I am 

It's who I’ll always be 
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Breathing 
I take a breath 

I take another breath 

I need to be strong 

I need to be brave 

 

One step forward 

Another step after that 

Taking a breath 

Holding it in 

 

I cannot cry 

My tears cannot be wet 

If I cry 

I may never stop 

 

Taking a breath 

Looking in the mirror 

Facades glistening in my eye 

Facades in my smile 

 

Grabbing the strength from within 

Holding on to it tightly 

Holding my heart 

Close inside 

 

Taking a breath 

Taking another breath 

Strength 

Bravery  

 

Destiny 
 

The future is in your reach 

The past is just behind you 

Moving forward 

Staying still 
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Taking a breath 

Holding your heart in your hands 

Closing your eyes  

Praying for faith 

Praying for truth 

Afraid to step forward 

Love encompasses the feelings 

Holding your heart  

Pressing it deep in your soul 

The future is in the reach 

The past is just behind you 

Faith, truth, love 

Healing heart 

Soft whispers on your cheek 

Trusting in fate 

Reaching for destiny. 

 

Doubt 
 

Fear the word 

Fear the feeling 

When I doubt myself 

When I wonder why 

Fear if it’s me closing my heart 

Or a game being played 

The smile 

The hello 

I wonder why 

The interest 

The first step 

I wonder why me 

Doubting myself 

Wondering if its fear 

Or if it’s real 

Doubt  

Lingering in my heart 

Lingering in my mind. 

 

Wondering ... 
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Doubting ... 

 

Depths of Soul 
 

Mind spinning out of control 

Closing out my heart 

Self-preservation 

Trying to get what I want 

Knowing what I need 

Obstacles in my way 

Not sure how to break them down 

Following the path carefully 

Regrets of the past 

Wanting to change the future 

Desires hidden in the soul 

Wanting to be something other than I am 

Taking chances, taking risks 

Journey to find freedom 

Wanting to be special 

Wanting to love 

Not just be loved 

Begging for pleasure 

Hidden soul searching 

Space, freedom, happiness, 

Enjoyment of pursuit 

Pleasure of peace 

 

Missing pieces falling into place 

Being who I am 

Deep inside 

Understanding one’s mind 

Understanding ones feelings 

Understanding ones wants 

Writing new chapters 

Following a new path 

Reaching, touching your soul 

Knowing who I am 
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Forget 
 

I try to make it go away 

I do not want to remember 

I want to forget 

The years that have passed 

Have not taken it away 

The years that have passed 

Do not allow me to forget 

The pain 

The shame 

The embarrassment 

I want it to go away 

I wish it never happened. 

My heart hurts all over again 

Sometimes I wonder  

What if it never happened? 

What if I died that day? 

Would I still feel the pain I do now? 

Would I still be haunted? 

Was it inevitable? 

Could I have stopped it? 

Why does it haunt me?  

Why can't it go away? 

I try to make it go away 

 

I do not want to remember 

I want to forget 

But it will always be there. 

Lingering 

Here I am 
 

Here I am 

Looking 

Wondering 

 

Here I am 

But where am I 
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Who am I? 

 

Moving forward 

One step 

Two steps 

 

Looking within 

Looking without 

Myself 

Soulful reflections 

Beliefs 

Faith 

 

Looking within 

Looking within 

 

Here I am 

 

I am here 

Lost without me 

 

Closing the door 

Forgetting 

Getting lost 

 

Here I am 

Where am I 

Here I am. 

If you could… 
 

If you could touch it, how would it feel? 

 

If you could see it, what would it look like? 

 

If you could taste it, what flavor would you enjoy? 

 

If you could smell it, what scent would it emit? 

 

If you could hear it, how would it sound? 
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Would it sing to music? 

 

Would it narrate deeply? 

 

Would it spell out every letter of every word of every sentence? 

 

If you could bottle it, would you be able to sell it? 

 

If you could feel it, could your heart embrace it? 

 

If you could read my mind, would you go insane or with the flow? 

 

The creative imagination 

 

Of the mind 

 

Of my soul 

 

No matter 
 

No matter how close 

No matter how far  

In my heart 

In my soul 

In my mind 

 

No matter if you remember 

No matter if you forgot 

Your soul remembers 

Your heart remembers 

In your heart 

In your soul 

In your mind 

 

No matter if you cry 

No matter if you laugh 

No matter if ... You feel 

In our hearts 
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In our souls 

In our minds 

 

Together 

Physically 

Spiritually 

 

Heavenly 

 

No matter how close 

No matter how far 

Soulfully 

 

If 
 

If you speak, it will be heard 

But not listened to. 

 

If you love, it will be felt, 

But not returned. 

 

If you cry, the tears will flow 

But not be wiped away 

 

If you fall, you will land 

But not helped to your feet. 

 

If you tire, you will sleep 

But not be restful. 

 

If you wake, your eyes will open 

But not see the light. 

 

If you stand, your legs will wobble 

But never weaken. 

 

If you breathe, your soul will strengthen  

But never die.
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Mind 
 

 

Mind, Heart, Soul 
 

Life seems broken 

 

Unable to be fixed 

 

No glue or tape in sight 

 

Soulful tears 

 

Drowning the heart 

 

Remembering the pain 

 

The hurtful words 

 

The hurtful hands 

 

Digging deep within oneself 

 

Searching for the pieces 

 

The mind detached from the heart 

 

The heart detached from the soul 

 

Soulful tears 
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Drowning the heart 

 

Remembering the pain 

 

Depths of inhales 

 

Breaths of exhales 

 

Mind connecting to the heart 

 

Hearting connecting to the soul 

 

Pieces no longer fracture 

 

Depths within oneself remain 

 

Mind, heart, soul 

Memory 
 

As the mind ages, it tends to be forgetful. 

As the body ages, it tends to wrinkle more 

As the soul ages, it tends to gain more faith 

 

In my mind, I may not remember well 

But my imagination runs wild 

Creative thoughts purged directly to my fingertips 

 

I may not remember what I did yesterday 

Or even this morning 

 

But... 

 

I know "whodunnit?" 

Or "who will do it?" 

And even "who will never do it" 
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Mind Remembers 
 

When the heart aches, 

The mind remembers 

When the soul is sad 

The mind remembers 

When the body falls apart 

The mind forgets 

When the mind forgets 

The body ages 

The soul searches for peace 

The heart closes 

When the skin is touched 

The mind remembers 

The aches 

The pains 

The hurt 

The mind remembers 

Even when the mind forgets, 

It still remembers. 

 

Minds 
 

Minds can travel 

 

Down the road 

 

Across the sea 

 

Through time 

 

What was ... Was 

 

What could have been? 

 

What can happen? 
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What will happen? 

 

What will never happen? 

 

Past Thoughts 
 

Ghosts of the past  

Whispering in my ear 

Dragging my thoughts 

Rapidly through my mind 

My heart pounds 

What was, was 

What is, is 

Living in the present 

Doesn't mean the past doesn't haunt 

Doesn’t mean the past doesn't hurt 

Without the love 

Without the laughter 

Without the tears 

Without the reminders 

Without the memories 

Without the pain 

 

Today would mean nothing 
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Hands 
 

 

Hands 
Holding 

Touching 

Wiping tears 

Fumbling nervously 

Zipping 

Buttoning 

Snapping 

Unsnapping 

Picking 

Pointing 

Squeezing 

Loving 

Caressing 

Writing 

 

Itching 

Scratching 

Touching 

Loving 

The ultimate 

Lover, fighter, 

Writer, picker, pointer 

Hands 

Not just an accessory of your body 
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Hands II 
 

Through the mind 

From the soul 

Words, thoughts, ideas 

Fingers trying to keep up 

Hands don't fail me now 

The images are clear 

The words can't even be spoken 

My mind thinks 

My voice is silent 

The words flow 

Without an interpreter 

Fingers tapping wildly 

Trying to keep up with my mind 

When the hands finally fail 

Will the mind become silent? 

 

Simple Moments 
The softness of your eyes 

The gentleness of your touch 

The sweetness of your kisses... 

 

Upon my lips, 

Upon my cheeks, 

Upon my forehead  

 

Drives my soul crazy 

 

Gazing into my eyes 

Touching my heart 

Reading my soul 

 

The warmth of your breath 

The warmth of your body 
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Your skin on my skin 

Your fingertips running down my chest 

Your toes running up my leg 

 

Gazing into my eyes 

Touching my heart 

Reading my soul 

 

Whispers in my ear 

Soft licks down my neck 

Short kisses down my throat 

 

Passion felt deep within the skin 

Bone melting scents 

Erotic shudders that last forever 

 

Gazing into my eyes  

Touching my heart 

Reading my soul 
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Heart 
 

. 

The One that Got Away 
 

The eyes that gazes across the room 

The deep voice that drew me in 

The heart that kept me mesmerized 

 

The time that went too fast 

The fate that slipped by 

The one that got away 

 

The hand that held my heart 

The lips that whispered softly 

The ears that listened intently 

 

The time that went too fast 

The fate that slipped by 

The one that got away 

The mind that kept wandering 

The thoughts that keep dreaming 

The heart that keeps loving 

 

The time that went too fast 

The fate that slipped by 

The one that got away 

 

The soul that sang to me 

The love that surrounds my heart 

The miles that keep us apart 
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The time that went too fast 

The fate that slipped by 

The one that got away 

 

The other loves 

The old loves 

The new loves 

The time that went too fast 

The fate that slipped by 

The one that got away 

Who do I blame? 
 

The heart inside my chest was broken again 

The soul that loved and trusted you 

Was betrayed. 

 

Who do I blame? 

 

The respect I had for you disappeared. 

The love I had for you faded away. 

The tenderness ... Softness ... Wanting ... 

Disappeared. 

 

Who do I blame? 

 

I sent you on your way. 

The anger in your eyes 

The anger in your heart 

The blame ... 

You blame me ... 

 

Who do I blame? 

 

The pleas, the begging, the pain 

The pain in my heart 

 

The pain in your heart 

You wanting more ...  

And more ...  
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And more ... 

I try to pull back ... 

 

Who do I blame? 

 

No respect. No life. No love. No trust. 

Wherever I turn ...  

My shadow is broken by yours 

Watching ...  

Waiting ...  

Begging ...  

Pleading ... 

Fear ...  

 

Who do I blame? 

 

Your eyes are sad. Your heart is broken. 

It was over ... A long time before 

The heart inside my chest was broken again 

The soul that loved and trusted you 

Was betrayed. 

Who do I blame? 

 

Within 
 

In the blink of an eye, I was betrayed. 

The love I felt fading away 

Disappeared in an instant. 

 

What used to be affection 

Was substituted for destruction 

 

Though it was a while ago. 

Though it was a lifetime ago 

It sits inside me 

 

Though I am alive 

And you are no more 
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The pain of the memories 

In the mind  

And on the body 

Still with me. 

 

Nightmares aren't just bad dreams 

Strength being pulled from within 

Being held together by blood and tears 

 

Here I am 

The pain generates the anger 

The anger still sits within me 

Though I can hide it, 

 

It's there until the next wince 

No longer blinded 

 

Exposed to myself 

 

The inner self 

 

Tears falling, in the blink of an eye. 

 

 

Black Love 
I can't see you 

But I know that you're there 

 

Every time I turn around 

I can feel your eyes 

 

I don't know when 

I don't know how 

 

Your love turned into 

Something wrong 

Obsession 
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The footsteps I hear 

Behind me 

Aren't just in my head 

 

The warnings to stay away 

You're not listening  

Are you? 

 

I'm afraid to know 

What's going on 

Inside that head of yours 

 

Inside that heart of yours 

I didn't know that 

 

Obsession 

 

Was a feeling of deep within the heart 

 

I don't know when 

I don't know how 

Your love turned wrong 

 

Obsession 

 

The shadows outside my window 

Whispers in the wind 

The lights shining in my room at night 

 

The cries on my windowsill 

The extra pleas and "Please add Me" 

On my social networks 

 

And threats to my new friends 

And slashes in my tire treads 

When I say "no" 

 

I don't know when  

I don't know how 

Your love turned wrong 

 

Obsession 
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Stalking 

 

Obsession 

 

Black love 

Sometimes 
Sometimes I want to scream 

Sometimes I want to cry. 

Sometimes I just want to be 

 

I want to be happy 

I want to be alone 

I want to be loved. 

 

Sometimes I want to love 

Sometimes I want to be single 

Sometimes I want to be unsingle 

 

Sometimes I just want to be 

 

I want to be held 

I want to be left alone 

I want to be comforted 

 

Sometimes I am 

 

Sometimes I am me 

Sometimes I am who I used to be 

Sometimes I am who I will be tomorrow. 
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The one I haven’t met 
 

I’ve never heard your voice, yet all I can hear in my heart is your voice.  

I’ve never looked into your eyes, yet all I can see are them smiling at me. 

I’ve never touched your hand, yet all I can feel is it resting against my cheek. 

I’ve never felt your heart beat, yet, I can feel it beat in unison with mine. 

I’ve never kissed your mouth, yet all I can feel is your warm breath. 

 

My heart longs for you. 

My heart needs to love you. 

My soul needs to feel you. 

My love needs to be held by you. 

 

Now, I just need to meet you. 

 

Someday 
Someday I’ll find it 

Someday... 

The feeling of comfort 

The feeling of safety 

The feeling of... 

The whispers in my ear 

The breaths on my neck 

The kiss upon my forehead 

The arms around my body 

The arms around my soul 

The warmth against me 

The warmth that embraces me 

The warmth inside me 

Someday I’ll find it 

Someday I’ll feel it 

The feelings I was destined to feel 

The feelings I never felt 

The feelings I could only describe 

The feelings I could only give myself 

The feelings...  
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Someday I’ll find the one 

Who will let me feel? 

Who will make me feel? 

Someday... 

 

The True Man 
(For my boys) 

 

The light in your eyes 

 

Never fades 

 

When you look at me 

 

The unconditional love in your heart 

 

Is always there  

 

 

The soft touch of your hand 

 

As it lays on mine 

 

My hand as it touches your cheek 

 

As it wipes your tears 

 

The light in your eyes  

 

Never fades 

 

When you say hello, good morning, good bye 

 

When you skin your knee, when you cry 

 

When you laugh 

 

The unconditional love in my heart is always there 
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The hugs, the kisses, the tears, the laughter 

 

The light in my eyes will never fade 

 

When I look at you ... All of you... 

 

To my boys ... All of you... 

 

The true men in my life ... 

 

Men vs. Monsters 
 

When he whispers in your ear, does he say "I love you"? 

Or does he say "I’ll kill you"? 

 

When he pulls you close to him, does he hug you?  

Or does he hit you? 

 

When he puts his arm around you, is it around your waist?  

Or around your throat? 

 

When he looks into your eyes, are his eyes warm, soft and loving?  

Or cold, hard and evil? 

 

When he sees you crying, does he wipe your tears? 

Or kick you again? 

 

When you put on your make up, is it for a night out on the town?  

Or cover up from a night in? 

 

When he gives you flowers, are they for your anniversary?  

Or for your gravesite? 

In the Back 
 

Right in the middle of the back  

 

Yes, I’m trying to reach that knife  
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You think my ears can't hear you  

 

You think my eyes can't see you  

 

You were wrong  

 

My heart was wrong  

 

It trusted the words said to my face  

 

I should've seen it coming  

 

Right in the middle of the back  

 

I'm trying to reach that knife  

 

That you just plunged in  

 

My heart is breaking from betrayal  

 

Again, you are wrong  

 

You're being hurtful and hateful  

 

I know who I am  

 

I never use  

 

I never abuse  

 

I speak the truth  

 

And better yet  

 

I say it to your face  

 

Glad to not be like you  

 

The truth may hurt  

 

But at least the heart sees it coming  
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Not like the knife in my back. 

Brick by Brick 
 

You don't have to let someone in 

For them to break your heart 

 

When your heart is barricaded, 

There is some way in, 

Some way to crack it 

Some way to break it. 

 

The pain 

The sadness 

The hurt 

The harm 

 

You don't have to let someone in 

For them to break your heart 

 

The harder you care, 

The harder they hurt 

The harder you fall. 

 

You don't have to let someone in 

For them to break your heart. 

 

The lies 

The truths 

The hurt 

The harm 

 

You don't have to let someone in 

For them to break your heart. 

 

Hate comes from love 

Pain comes from love 

 

You don't have to let someone in 
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For them to break your heart 

 

The walls are up, 

Brick by brick. 

 

Broken only by the sledgehammer  

Better yet ... A wrecking ball. 

Desires 
The one thing that I desire the most is the ability to trust someone, completely.  

 

I need to be able to tell this person anything.  

 

I need to be able to release myself to that person and have them know what desires and 

wants are, even if I am not sure myself.  

 

I have given too much of myself so many times before that I never got what I wanted and 

was always afraid to admit what I wanted.  

 

I have the desire be free in someone else's hand.  

 

To be given, everything that I need, everything that I want. I need to know what I crave, not 

just the human touch, but the trust.  

 

To be free and out of control, when everything in my life, I try to control. 

 

The desire and passion is there, but yet, I’m still looking. 

 

Don’t 
I don't want to feel 

I don't want to care 

I don't want to miss you 

 

I can't miss you 

It means you're gone 

I can't love you 

It means you were here 
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I want to read your words 

I want to hear your voice 

I want to feel your breath 

 

I want to call you 

I want you to answer 

 

I don't want to feel 

I don't want to care 

I don't want to miss you 

 

My heart is sad 

My soul aches 

My tears keep flowing 

 

I don't want to remember 

I can't see your face 

I can't look in your eyes 

I can't hear you 

 

I don't want to feel 

I don't want to care 

I don't want to miss 

 

If I feel, it hurts 

If I miss you, it means you're gone 

If I care, it hurts 

Emotions 
Shadows inside 

Building up 

Emotions burning 

 

Right or wrong 

Keep within 

Let it out 

 

Hold on tight 

Lock it up 

Hold your breath 
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Shadows inside 

Building up 

Emotions burning 

 

Pulse racing 

Heart beats slowing 

Hard gulps 

 

Right or wrong 

Embrace within 

Close it off 

 

Lock it away 

Bit your lip 

Swallow the lump 

 

Shadows inside 

Building up 

Emotions burning 

 

Emotions... 

Feelings ... 

Within 

Freedom 
 

Freedom to feel 

 

Feelings unclear 

 

Fear of unknown 

 

Fear of being alone 

 

Safety, security 

 

Protection from pain 

 

Holding in emotions 
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Tears that don't flow 

 

Falling into sadness 

 

Not knowing where to go 

 

Structure of the heart 

 

Structure of the soul 

Not indestructible 

 

Not reparable 

 

Head and Heart 

 

Not sure what I’m supposed to feel 

 

My head thinks too much 

 

My heart doesn't feel enough 

 

Trying to figure out the best road to take 

 

One step 

 

One breath 

 

The road not taken has no crossroads 

 

The road not taken is a dead end 

 

Choices limited to fate's faith 

 

What does my heart say? 

 

What does my heart feel? 

 

One step 
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One breath 

 

Faith 

 

In 

 

Fate 

 

Hear me sigh 
 

Hear me sigh, 

Look deep in my eyes 

And you'll know why 

 

My heart and soul 

Are drowning in tears 

But on the outside 

You'll see nothing 

No pain ... No fears 

 

The depths of myself 

Are deep inside 

My feelings won't be shown 

As I swallow 

They know where to hide 

 

Look in my eyes 

Hear my sighs 

 

Heart 
With heart, there is strength, 

 

With strength there is fear, 

 

With fear there is comfort, 
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With comfort there is soul, 

 

With soul, there is love, 

 

With love, there is heart. 

 

I HAD a Friend 
 

I had a friend. 

We used to talk. 

We fell in love. 

We still talked. 

 

We were still friends. 

We were lovers. 

Something broke. 

Something was fixed. 

 

I did something I never did before. 

I gave a second chance. 

We were still friends. 

We were still lovers. 

It broke again. 

 

We tried to keep it glued together. 

It kept coming apart. 

Still holding on. 

It fell apart at the seams. 

 

He broke my heart. 

 

He tried to fix it. 

It didn't work. 

 

My anger continued to grow, 

As he continued to beg. 

I couldn't be his lover  
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Even though he begged 

I tried to be his friend 

Even though my heart bled 

My anger grew 

My fear grew  

As his obsession grew 

 

We are no longer lovers 

We are no longer friends 

 

My heart still sighs 

No more second chances 

Unless it says good bye 

No more glue   

No more repair 

The hurt may be old 

But the pieces are still  

In shards ... 

 

Not sure how to move on 

Not sure how to trust  

I remember 
I remember his eyes. 

I remember his smile. 

I remember his scent. 

I remember his kiss. 

I remember his love. 

 

I remember ... 

He moved on. 

 

I am lost. 

I am stuck. 

 

Stuck in moments ... 

I remember the first look. 

I remember the first touch. 

I remember the words. 

I remember the love. 
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I remember the last day. 

I remember the first day. 

I remember the one who got away. 

I just remember ... 

 

Just when I think … 
Just when I think there are no emotions left, 

Just when I think that the sadness has drained away 

My eyes swell up with tears 

My heart breaks more 

The cracks in my voice, 

The lump in my throat rides up higher 

 

Just when I think the memories are gone 

Just when I think the anger had drained away 

My soul haunts me 

The lingering pain haunts 

My fists clench tightly 

My bones ache with reminders 

 

Just when I think I have it under control 

Just when I think ... 

Life happens 

Love 
I've seen love 

 

I've felt love 

 

I've fallen in love, 

 

Tripped over love, 

 

Been broken by love 

 

Been hurt by love 
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Been crushed by love 

 

I've been touched by love 

 

I've had love turn to hate 

 

I've had love turn to dislike 

 

I've had love turn to fear 

 

I've had love within a hug 

 

I've had love within a kiss 

 

I've had love within a touch 

 

I've felt unconditional love 

 

I’ve felt ... 
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Depths 
 

 
 

 

Falling 
 

Falling down and fading away 

The mind begins to wander 

Running to catch up with the endless thoughts 

 

Thoughts that parade through the body 

Can't see beyond the bright lights 

Blinded by the feelings 

That consume the body 

 

Faster, faster to get to a quiet place 

I must move 

I must fly 

I want to go on 

 

Drowning in the sea of thoughts 

Falling into the darkness. 

Fearing 
 

Wondering about life 

 

Where to go 
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What to do 

 

Feelings of depths 

 

Feelings of fears 

 

Ghosts of the past 

 

Spirts of loss 

 

Reminder of what was 

 

Fear it will be again 

 

Fear 
 

Thoughts and confusion 

Fear of the past 

Fear of the future 

 

Shadows of a broken heart 

Shadows of brokenness 

 

Pain lurking over me 

Pain lurking inside 

 

Wandering 

Wondering 

 

Dragged to the past 

Dragged to the present 

 

Thoughts of the past 

Thoughts of the future 

 

Fear of change 

Fear of no change 
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Wondering 

Wandering 

 

Head steers one way 

Heart steers the other 

 

Head thinks too much 

Heart feels too little 

 

Wondering mind 

Wandering soul 

 

Fear of being alone 

Fear of being together 

 

Fear of being 

Fight 
(For Renee) 

 

Staring at the sky  

Light blue covered in white clouds 

Slowly it fades to navy 

Slowly it turns black 

Black haunting the earth 

Twinkling stars emerge from their sleep 

Blackness still haunting the earth 

Forcing the moon to hide 

Aiming towards the souls 

Taking and draining the lives 

Time to fight and beg for light 

Hope and faith threaten to fade 

Time to fight 

Blackness haunting the earth 

Blackness draining the soul 

Time to fight and beg for light 

Time to open our eyes and see 

Blackness fades to orange, yellow, and purple 

Sunrises 
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Friendships 
Friendship cannot be just labeled as such.  

 

Good friends are people who last a lifetime, in your life, your mind and your heart.  

 

Good friends can go for years without one spoken word, but always in the thoughts or 

memories.  

 

Good friends will always be ... Carried in our hearts when they are here and when they are 

gone.  

 

A breath.  

A moment. 

A lifetime.  

 

Hearts will always go on. 

How do you know? 
How do you know you're sad, 

Do tears stream down your face? 

Do you sob, cry, or weep? 

Do the tears dry before they exit your eyes? 

Do you touch your heart? 

 

How do you know you're happy, 

Do you laugh? 

Do you smile? 

Does your mouth turn up slightly? 

Do your eyes dance lightly? 

 

How do you know when you're in love? 

Does your heart beat faster? 

Does your mind wander?" 

Do get "butterflies" before an encounter? 

Do you touch your heart? Does he/she? 

 

How do you know you're alone? 

Is there no shoulder to lay your head on? 

Is there no one to wipe your tears? 
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Is there no one to just listen? 

Is there no one to watch you dance naked? 

 

How do you know you're a survivor? 

Are you still alive? 

Does your heart still beat? 

Can you laugh? 

Can you cry? 

 

How do you know? You just do. 
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Time 
 

 

Passages 
(For Allison) 

 

Time passes 

Life changes 

We grow old 

We grow up 

 

We stay young 

We grow old 

Time passes 

Life changes 

 

Parents 

Children 

Beyond 

Above 

 

Time passes 

Life changes 

Love grows 

Hate fades 

 

Above 

Beyond 

Within 
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Without 

 

We stay young 

We grow old 

Time passes 

Life changes 

 

We never grow up 

We never grow old 

We always stay 

As we are 

 

True to ourselves 

 

Winter 
(For Winter, my niece) 

 

In the blink of an eye, 

You grew up. 

 

Your smile grew bigger 

Your heart grew bigger 

Your brain grew smarter 

Your face ... 

 Always elegant and beautiful. 

 

In the blink of an eye 

You matured 

Yet, stayed the same 

You're a vision of wonder 

You're a vision of pride 

 

Your smile grew bigger 

Your heart grew bigger 

Your brain grew smarter 

Your face ... Always elegant and beautiful. 
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You are unique 

And special 

You are the four seasons 

You are ... 

Winter. 

To Friends 
To the friends: 

Toddled around with 

Played in the sandbox with 

Rode bikes with 

 

To the friends 

 

Roller-skated with 

"Hung out" with 

Shared secrets with 

 

To the friends 

 

Who hung out at my house 

I hung out at your house 

Whose brother I crushed on 

 

To the friends 

 

Smoked cigarettes with 

Got drunk with 

Got in trouble with 

 

To the friends 

 

I grew up with 

Lost to death 

Lost to distance 

 

To the friends 

 

I've known over the years 

I've loved over the years 
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I still think about 

 

To all the friends 

I've ever known 

 

Thank you for being my friend. 

 

Goodbye? 
 

What will you say, when it's time for goodbye? 

 

Would you revel in a job well done? 

 

Would you be told "thank you"? 

 

How did you feel when you knew it was to be over? 

 

Would you have come, if you knew you had to leave? 

 

What's running through your mind, now that it's moving on . . . Without you. 

 

Are you looking forward to a fresh start? 

 

Or crying because of an end? 

 

What will you say, when it's time for goodbye? 

 

Time 
Time is always the same 

Time is static 

Time feels slow 

Time feels fast 

 

When the past is the present, time runs in slow motion 

When the past is the past, time feels so long ago 
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When the future is the present, time speeds up 

When the future is the future, time slows down 

 

Looking forward 

Looking back 

Taking a breath, standing still. 

Time still moves 

Blessed 
(For Aunt Bonnie) 

 

My heart aches when you feel pain 

My mind tries to focus 

But it wanders ... 

Wanders to the times we spent together 

 

The distance between us could increase 

I've always took for granted 

That you'd always be here 

A step ahead of me 

Someone to look toward 

 

I want to cry.  

I want to take away your pain 

I want to hold your hand 

I want to lend a shoulder 

 

When you feel weak, 

I want to be your strength 

  

Take a breath and remember 

 

Feel the day you were born 

Feel the day you were blessed 

Blessed with your children 

Blessed with your life 

 

Those who have passed  

Are watching out for you 
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Take that breath  

And fight another day 

In the End 
 

What can we say? 

What can we do? 

How do we feel? 

What do we know? 

In the end 

 

What's on our minds? 

How did we live? 

How did we love? 

How did we hate? 

In the end 

 

The road not taken 

The paths left behind 

The journey to the end 

The journey from the beginning 

In the end 

 

What's in our hearts? 

What's in our souls? 

What's in our feelings? 

What's in our steps? 

In the end 

 

In the end 

 

Is it just the beginning? 

 

Looking forward 

 

Looking back to the beginning, 

 

Wondering what has happened to bring you to this point, 
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When did comfort overcome love, 

 

When did routine take over fulfillment. 

 

Looking for more is what you want, 

 

But do you know what you want? 

 

Trying to break out of what you have become, 

 

It's harder than just starting over... 

 

In the beginning it is new and fresh ... 

 

In the end it is routine and mundane... 

 

Will you ever break away? 

 

When did comfort overcome love, 

 

When did routine take over fulfillment... 

 

Is it time to escape and break free... 

 

No one can anticipate the future, 

 

Just dream and fantasize about it... 

 

Will it be the same as reality... 

 

Unanswered questions are what makes you look ahead... 

 

Life is a book of chances and risks, take them 

 

Experience today and learn for tomorrow... 
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Who I am 
 

 

My Name 
 

The first word I ever wrote was my name.  

 

Not creative, but my name nonetheless.  

 

The day I learned to write my name was just the beginning of the millions of words that I 

would write in my lifetime.  

 

Words by themselves can also tell a story as many words put together.  

 

When I write my name, it tells the story of who I am.. 

 

 

I AM 
I am nice. I am mean. 

I am joyful. I am hurtful. 

I am loved. I am hated. 

I am happy. I am sad. 

I am smart. I am stupid. 

I am thin. I am fat. 

I have good days. 

I have bad days. 

I like myself. 

I hate myself. 

I love myself. 

I am pretty. I am ugly. 
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I am heartful. 

I am soulful. 

I am thoughtful. 

I am a woman. 

I am a mother. 

I am a friend. 

I am a writer. 

I am a thinker. 

I am me. 

I can only be who I am. 

I am human. 

I Already know. 
I don't care if I'm white. 

I don't care if I'm black. 

I don't care if I'm gay. 

I don't care if I'm straight. 

 

You don't need to tell me ... I already know. 

 

I don't care if I'm too fat. 

I don't care if I'm too thin. 

I don't care if I'm blonde. 

I don't care if I'm short. 

 

You don't need to tell me ... I already know. 

 

I don't care if I'm a bitch. 

I don't care if I'm a woman. 

I don't care if I'm a man. 

I don't care if I'm both. 

 

You don't need to tell me ... I already know. 

 

I don't care if I'm too pretty. 

I don't care if I'm too ugly. 

I don't care if I like you. 

I don't care if I don't like you. 

 

You don't need to tell me ... I already know. 
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I don't care if I have faith. 

I don't care if I have doubts. 

I don't care if I don't care. 

I don't care if I do care. 

 

You don't need to tell me ... I already know. 

 

I don't care who I love. 

I don't care who I don't love. 

I don't care HOW I love. 

 

You don't need to tell me ... I already know. 

 

I know who I am. 

 

I know how I am. 

 

What I don't know 

 

Is why you think you need to tell me. 

 

I already know. 

 

I am me. 

 

Can't say the same thing about you. 

I Can 
 

I must be cold. 

 

I must be mean. 

 

I must be strong. 

 

I gulp down the pain. 

 

I don't cry. 
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I cry alone. 

 

I cry inside. 

 

I can feel. 

 

I can think. 

 

I can be reminded. 

 

I can move on. 

 

I feel. Yes, I feel. 

 

I know who I am. 

 

I know how I am. 

 

I can love but I cannot hate. 

 

I can like but I cannot hate. 

 

I can be mean. 

 

I can be normal. 

 

I have more than two sides. 

 

I have one heart. 

 

I have one mind. 

 

Mine. 

When I’m right 
Sometimes-- 

I hate when I'm right. 

 

I close my heart 
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I do not trust 

I do not believe 

In love- 

 

Sometimes-- 

I hate when I'm right. 

 

I open my eyes 

I see clear 

No hope 

No trust -- 

 

Sometimes-- 

I hate when I'm right. 

 

Betrayal slides off the tongue 

Hearts too shattered 

Confidence slips 

Confusion 

 

Sometimes-- 

 

I hate when I'm right. 

 

Right to live my life 

Right to not trust 

Right to never fall in love 

Right to look forward 

 

Sometimes -- 

I hate when I'm right. 

Lost and lonely 
Lost and lonely, the pain is still a part of the body and soul. 

It seems to go on forever. It will always be there. 

Retribution on the mind and yet, cannot be accomplished, strength is inside. 

It comes from within and life’s experiences. 

Where love once existed, hatred falls in to take its place. 

The hole in the heart, blackens, and fills with emptiness. 
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When pure evil stepped in the forward path, life stopped. 

At that moment, there was no breath.  

Darkness. Silence. 

Sudden gasp and escape. 

The first breath of air rushing out of the mouth. Eyes wearily trying to focus. 

Feet running as fast as they can carry the pain. 

Darkness with streams of light to follow, allow the endurance of pain. 

Where death feels like an option, it’s just out of reach. 

The day of death is the day of rebirth. 

Living is in itself pain. Each day, each night, living. 

When the life is three-fold, doing, waiting, dying.  

Each life is endurance, recovery, and discovery. 

Happiness is just out of reach when the feelings are dark and angry. 

Falling into the darkness of the soul, pain and loneliness filling the heart.  

Where anger and pain collide, the mind explodes. 

Visions and nightmares consume the thoughts through the life that is lead.  

Terror transforms itself into strength.  

When worlds fall apart, and when life self-destructs, the rubble can be cleared. 

Open the eyes and don’t lose sight. 

As pain breaks the hard and it starts to crumble, numbness takes over. 

Breathe deep and slow, pull up and dig out of the remnants. 

Look forward when the mind’s cluttered with the past.   

Insanity is beyond what lies ahead. 

Clenching the head with tight grasped hands, screaming as loud as the voice carries.  

Taking a breath. 

Reliving the moment.  

Beating the odds.  

Saving the soul. 

Staying alive. 

Living again…just out of reach, but willing to stretch out to it. 

Me 
I may not be happy, but I'm not sad, either 

I may not be strong, but I'm not weak, either 

I may not be hot, but I'm not cold, either 

I may not hate, but I'm not in love, either 

I may not speak, but I'm not shy, either 

 

My heart may not be cold, but it's protected 

My eyes do not cry, but sometimes they weep 
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I may not be a genius, but I am not stupid 

 

I may build up walls 

I may be independent 

I may be loud 

I may be silent 

 

You may not like me 

You may not love me 

You can hate me 

You can allow me to be who I am 

 

Sometimes, I know who I am 

Sometimes, I love who I am 

 

But I never hate who I am. 

 

I am proud to be me, 

 

Whether you like me or not 

 

And that like ... 

Means liking me for who I am 

Not who you think I need to be 

 

I don't know who I see  
 

When I look in the mirror... 

 

I am supposed to be strong 

 

When all I feel is weak. 

 

The tears won't flow 

Yet I am drowning inside 

 

Fear of the unknown 

Fear of making the wrong choice 
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I am supposed to be strong. 

 

I am supposed to be smart 

 

The mending of my heart 

Seems to be leaking 

 

The worry that causes my head to spin 

The begging of my soul 

To be reassured and loved. 

 

The fear of being loved again. 

The fear of loving and trusting again. 

 

I am supposed to be strong 

 

When all I feel is weak. 
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Voices  
 

 
 

 

Mean what you say 
 

Mean what you say and say what you mean. 

 

It's not hard to laugh. 

 

It's not hard to cry. 

 

It's not hard to take a breath 

 

There's a word for everything 

 

And everything has its own word 

 

Whether you speak with your mouth 

 

Your hands 

 

Your fingers 

 

Or your eyes 

 

Mean what you say and Say what you mean 
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Worlds 

When the world is upside down, there's nowhere to go except up.  

Taking a breath, taking the steps, reaching out 

When the world closes in, 

There is no light 

Wandering in the darkness 

Stifled by the walls. 

 

When the world explodes, the light can be seen 

The paths are distinct, the fear subsides 

 

When the world is pieced together, the mind falters 

Shattered, broken, painful, sanity overcomes insanity. 

 

When the world turns slowly, peace of mind is encountered, 

The blinders are removed from the eyes, the truth is known. 

Hidden 
 

We run. 

We hide. 

We become. 

 

We don't judge. 

Yet, we are judged. 

We become -- hidden. 

 

Our shield. 

Our protection. 

Our thoughts. 

 

We are. 

We hide. 

We run. 

 

We don't judge. 

Yet, we are judged. 

We become -- hidden. 
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We know who we are. 

We know what we want. 

We become -- exposed. 

 

We don't judge. 

Yet, we are judged. 

We become -- you. 

 

We have secrets. 

Just like you. 

We have desires. 

Just like you. 

 

We are -- human. 

Are you? 
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Momma 
 

The following Poems were written in memory of my mother, 

Susan Marie Germond Shannon. 

(1952-1997) 

 

 

 
 

 

I’ll never be done 

 

I wasn't done 

I wasn't done looking into your eyes 

I wasn't done listening to your voice. 

I wasn't done hugging you 

I wasn't done kissing your cheek. 

You were taken away too soon 

 

I wasn't done seeing your smile 

I wasn't done wiping your tears. 

I wasn't done holding your hand 

I wasn't done feeling your heartbeat 

You were taken away too soon. 

 

I wasn't done hearing your laugh 

I wasn't done loving you 

I wasn't done. 

You were taken away too soon 

 

I'll never be done missing you. 

I'll never be done loving you. 
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I'll never be done wiping the tears from my eyes 

 

I'll never be done with the longing of my heart. 

 

You were taken away too soon. 

 

 

 

Mom 
 

Time seems to stand still when I’m thinking of you 

Time seems to bring sadness to my heart 

Time passes by so quickly 

 

The years you were with us 

Try to make up for the years you were gone 

The life in your heart 

Tries to make up for the life you gave me 

 

The life in my heart 

Can never take your place 

 

I can feel you with me 

Your mind, your spirit 

Your voice whispering in the wind 

 

Time stands still as I stand here, alone 

Without you  

Your spirit is with me 

You stand next to me 

Your hand on my shoulder 

Your wisdom in my heart 

 

Your eyes in my children's eyes 

 

Your breath is gone 

Your life continues in a new form 

Your here with me 
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But I can't see you. 

I can't feel your hugs 

I can only miss you 

I can only still love you 

 

Each day, each year 

 

You're still gone. 

Mommy 
 

The many hours of labor drifted from her mind, 

But always came back at the right moment. 

 

The hours of no sleep, sitting by your bed, 

Wiping your forehead, listening to your breath 

 

The kisses on your cheek, on your head, on your scrapped knees 

After she told you not to ride your bike off that cliff 

Or ramp or down that steep hill. 

 

The hugs, the gentle squeeze, the soft gentle touch ... That lingering 

Smell ... Mixed with fabric softener, her favorite perfume and spaghetti sauce. 

 

The tears that were wiped from that tissue she pulled out of her pocket or the little bit 

Of saliva that formed on her thumb, as she licked it in order to wipe the crud off your face. 

 

If you were born, you had a mother. If you grew up feeling loved and safe, 

You had a mommy. 

 

Whether in heaven or on earth, she's in your heart and you're in hers.  

A celebration of not only the life she gave you, but the life she helped you live. 

Mother’s Day  
(2014) 

 

The first gift I ever got  

Was the gift of life 
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The second gift, followed  

Immediately after 

 

I met my mother. 

 

Through the years,  

She raised me, along with a brother and sisters 

 

Through the years, 

She taught me how to tie my shoe, how to cook, how to care, how to  

Love, and to always be true to myself. 

 

Through the years, 

We disagreed, we argued, we loved and respected each other 

 

Through the years,  

She taught by example, showed me confidence, bravery and strength 

Taught me independence. 

 

Through the years,  

She was there ... Told me I'd have four boys, only after I had the first one 

Told me I'd be a better mother than she ... 

 

Then, she was gone. 

Gone from the earth, but not from my heart 

Her spirit is still with me 

Her voice is in my head 

Her love in my heart 

Her presence by my side 

Her hand on my shoulder. 

 

Her strength and bravery within me when I feel overwhelmed. 

I do my best to pass those on to my boys ...  

My four sons that she knew would be there before I did. 

 

When I close my eyes 
When I close my eyes, I can hear your voice 

When I close my eyes, I can feel your touch 
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When I close my eyes, I can feel your heart 

 

When I close my eyes, I imagine you there 

When I close my eyes, my heart speaks to you 

When I close my eyes, I feel your hug 

 

When I close my eyes, you speak my name 

When I close my eyes, you touch my cheek 

When I close my eyes, I feel you with me 

 

When I close my eyes, you're still alive 

When I close my eyes, Mom, you're still here 

When I open my eyes, Mom, you're still here  

 

In my heart. 

 

 

Mother’s Day Letter 

(2013) 

 

Dearest Momma,  

How I miss the squeeze of your hug. 

How I miss the smell of your perfume.  

How I miss your loving voice.  

How I miss you.  

I can still hear you call my name.  

As long as I am able to remember, I will never forget.  

I feel you looking out for me, but wish you were holding my hand.  

I long for your advice.  

I long for one more hug, one more kiss on my forehead, one more time for you to call my 

name.  

Happy mother's day 
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Vintage me 
 

The following poems are ones that I wrote when I was in my teens and early 20’s. 

Oh, how the time has changed the way I write, or has it? 

 

 

 
 

 

You 
(1986) 

 

You’re in every song I hear 

And every word I speak 

Reminds me of you 

 

A silhouette on the shade 

A sun shower 

All remind me of you 

Your memory never fades 

From my mind or heart 

You surround me 

I remember your love 

The kisses you gave me 

The squeeze of your hug 

Memories and sweet thoughts 

Are all that’s left of 

You, me 

And Us. 
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You II 
(1987) 

 

When I saw you yesterday. 

All my troubles went away 

 

I dreamed of you and me 

And how it used to be 

 

We were holding each other 

Close to one another 

 

All we could feel 

Was the love that was real 

 

I really want you back 

It’s your love that I lack 

 

Just when we were together, 

I lost you and you’re gone forever. 

 

Why can’t you love me? 
(1989) 

 

You’re the only one I want 

You’re the only one I need 

Why can’t you love me? 

You smile so sweetly 

Your eyes dance with laughter 

Why can’t you love me? 

I have a lot of love for you 

My feelings are real 

Why can’t you love me? 

I know you treat me well 

If I could just hold you 

Why can’t you love me? 
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I dream of you and I 

And how I want it to be 

Why can’t you love me? 

I guess I’m hopeless 

There’s no future for us 

But tell me one thing… 

Why can’t you love me? 

 

 

Silence of your heart 
(1989) 

 

Silently, I watched you 

You passed me by 

When I tried to speak 

Your ears were deaf 

Not a smile nor a glimpse 

From you did I receive 

You know how I felt but didn’t care 

Silence was your voice 

And my tears began to fall 

Silence of your heart 

Is all I obtained 

I looked at you 

You turned away 

My eyes pleaded for you 

You started to smile 

Then no word was spoken 

You walked away. 

Gone 
(1990) 

 

Life is going by so quickly 

Time is going by so slow 

How can this be? 

Confusion, everything is so confusing 

Words but no actions 
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Why am I here? 

Do I exist in your eyes? 

Or do I fade with the air? 

Answer my inquiries, please before I go. 

I’m leaving soon, when I don’t know. 

I’ll be seeing you, where I don’t know 

Time has come for me to 

For me to be gone 

I won’t be around, confusion did me in 

Dream of me, and what I once was 

A life of completion, life of security 

Life is going by so quickly 

Soon, I’ll be gone, gone, gone 

 

Lover’s Bluff 
(1988) 

 

You take my hand 

And lead the way 

To something grand 

 

You hold me tight 

And very close to you 

‘Til morning, ‘til night 

 

You whisper in my ear 

Sweet things I enjoy 

And only I hear 

 

I pray you’ll never leave 

You and I will always be together 

Our love, together, we conceived 

 

One day, when I awoke 

Your love was gone 

It seemed like a joke 

 

Oh, my love, what can I do? 
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You were the best… 

How can I live without you? 

 

Days and days pass by 

I feel weaker and weaker 

When I realize that love is a lie 

 

I used to think 

There were no broken heart, just heart breakers 

I hate that, it goes down hard with this drink 

 

I hate all this mushy stuff 

You know that I love and care for you bit 

It’s a lover’s bluff 

 

This one last drink I’ll take 

Forever, I’ll never drink again 

I promise, my love is now fake 

 

A broken heart can never mend, 

Goodbye and farewell, 

My life… I now end… 

 

My taken heart 
 

I’ve been thinking a lot about us 

And the feeling I get when you’re around 

 

Since I reentered your life 

Everything has become clearer 

You’ve taken my heart 

Caressed it with care 

Now that we’re together 

It’s our love we share 

Your eyes sparkle with warmth 

Sending rays of love 

We have our second chance 

And we’ll make it work this time 
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Time is what we needed 

But now we spend our time together 

 

You’ve taken my heart 

Caressed it with care 

Now that we’re together 

It’s our love we share 

 

I know I’ll always love you 

Until the end of time 

You’re one in a million 

And I’ll cherish you forever 

I’m here with you finally 

Here with you to stay 

 

You’ve taken my heart 

Caressed it with care 

Now that we’re together 

It’s our love we share 

 

Forever 
(1988) 

 

Thoughts of you run through my head 

Dreams while I sleep in bed 

Love fills my heart 

Knowing we shall never part 

I want you and your tender touch 

To caress my soul so very much 

Don’t take this wrong 

Our love will grow very strong 

Let’s come as one. I know it’s you 

From then on, it’ll be us, two 

Sharing a life together 

Thinking about forever
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Mirror, Mirror… 
(1994) 

 

Mirror, mirror, tell me about me… 

Can you foretell my future? 

Will my dreams come true? 

I’ve lived my life in despair 

Up until this point 

But I can’t forget the past 

Why is it I could forget before? 

Why does my mind choose to remember now? 

Does everything represent who I am? 

I want to be me for me. 

But who am I really? 

Did I ever make a difference? 

Do people remember me with kindness? 

At All? 

I wonder… 

Mirror, Mirror, tell me about me. 

 

Who you are… 
(1989) 

 

Your life is made up of many things 

Memories, life, death, and you 

You are what make up you… 

Your personality, attitude, and appearance 

You can only decide that  

Your adaptation to situations 

Your personal appearance 

Your inherited DNA may make you up biologically 

But you live your life the way that you do 

What you do, who you know and what you did a 

And who you know… make up your memories 

You are all about you. 
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“Untitled˝ 
(1988) 

 

Walking down that road of life 

You’re unsure of which direction to go 

Don’t go back, it’s impossible 

Life’s a one-way street 

There’s no turning back 

Look forward to that fork in the road 

Only you can decide your future 

It’s not written in stone 

Make your decision wisely and carefully 

This will give you the knowledge of the future 

Set your own goals and achieve them 

There’ll be several forks in the road 

You are now prepared to approach them 

Remember your path and how 

You got to this point 

Keep going 

It’s your private road – your life 

 

Change in Emotions 
(1987) 

 

First cry of a baby 

A sweet lullaby 

Creaking of a rocker 

Hollow sound of a breeze 

These change emotions 

 

A smile of a child 

Loss of a first tooth 

Laughter in a room 

A playground with children 

These change emotions 

 

Emotions are not just happy or sad 
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But the in-betweens 

Gentle wind on the face 

A Sparkle in the eye 

The sun’s gentle rays 

 

These are change in emotions. 

Memories 
(1988) 

You hear sad songs 

Each one to a memory 

It belongs 

 

A poem being recited 

Reminds you of your life 

You were excited 

 

A photograph or love letter 

Remind you of when your life 

Was worse or better 

 

Your past is your own 

Even though you share pieces 

It’s yours, yours alone 

 

Don’t forget your past 

If you do, your memories 

Won’t last 

 

Keep memories in your head and heart 

And from your body and mind, 

They’ll never part. 

Confusion 
(1990) 

 

FALLING deep inside the pit of confusion 

SCREAMING at the top of your lungs 

KNOWING there’s no one to come to your aid 

LANDING on a damp, cold slate of stone 
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SWEAT on your forehead 

CONFUSION on the brain 

THINKING of him too much 

MAKING you go insane 

 

A hand reaches out to you 

CURIOSITY brightens your eyes 

YOU stand up to grab the hand 

YOU take one step then slip 

 

FALLING, FALLING, FALLING 

Deep into the pit of confusion 

NOWHERE to go, nowhere to turn 

THOUGHTS running through your brain 

MAKING you go insane 
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Final Thought 
 

 
 

Depths of Muse 
Mind spinning out of control 

Closing out my heart 

Self-preservation 

Trying to get what I want 

Knowing what I need 

Obstacles in my way 

Not sure how to break them down 

Following the path carefully 

Regrets of the past 

Wanting to change the future 

Desires hidden in the soul 

Wanting to be something other than I is 

Taking chances, taking risks 

Journey to find freedom 

Wanting to be special 

Wanting to love 

Not just be loved 
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Begging for pleasure 

Hidden soul searching 

Space, freedom, happiness, 

Enjoyment of pursuit 

Pleasure of peace 

Missing pieces falling into place 

Being who I am 

Deep inside 

Understanding one’s mind 

Understanding ones feelings 

Understanding ones wants 

Writing new chapters 

Following a new path 

Reaching, touching your soul 

Knowing who I am 
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